ENGLISH
Reading

Children will be continuing to develop their
phonics skills through letters and sounds phases 2, 3, 4 and 5.

We will look at reading tricky words and nonsense words.
Writing
Non-Fiction
For their non-fiction text the children will be exploring instructions.; Children will have to:

Put a set of instructions into chronological
order

Use time conjunctions

Use verbs and adverbs

Test that their instructions work and make
sense.

SCIENCE
We will explore ‘Materials; working towards achieving the following objectives:

There are different materials that make up most things. We shall focus on wood,
metal, plastic, glass, fabric and rock.

Identify the different properties of materials (hard, soft, bendy, rigid, rough,
smooth)

Discuss what materials a variety of different objects are made from.

Investigate the different properties of materials to find the best for building a
house (roof, walls and windows)

GEOGRAPHY.

Fiction—Mystery story.
For their fiction text the children will be exploring
fairy tale writing. The children will be learning to;

Write with capital letters and full stops.

Use finger spaces between words and write
on the line.

Apply their phonic knowledge to spell words.

Use typical story features such as ‘Once upon
a time’

Use time conjunctions
Poetry—Performance poetry

He/she will need to maintain positive attitudes to reading

He/ she will read aloud and try to recognise
rhyming words.





We will be learning about the basics of Geography and what it is as a subject.
Children will learn about Great Britain and look at the countries that make it as well
as it’s capital cities.
Children will be thinking about the different types of weather and comparing it to
other countries around the world.

MATHS
Number

Children will be counting forwards and
backwards to 20.

They will learn the numbers to twenty in
words.

We will be looking at adding 1digit numbers together and finding one more and
one less than a number.

We shall learn to count in 10s and 2s.

Children will begin to know number bonds
to 10.

In year 1 children will begin to solve word
problems involving additions and subtractions.

They will also compare and order numbers
up to 50.

Geometry

We will be looking at 2D shapes and some
3D shapes.

Children will learn the names of some of
the shapes as well as some of their properties.

ART AND DESIGN

Using different colours to make new colours.

Trying different mediums to develop different styles of art (tissue paper, glitter,
card, leaves, twigs, straw etc.)

RE

COMPUTING

The children will be using iPad’s to create a miniature movie of a fairy tale story.
They will use different apps that allow the children to create characters and scenes
and use their voices to tell the story.




The children will learn basic information
about the main religions (Christianity, Islam, Hinduism, Judaism, Sikhism, Buddhism)
We will look at how and where these religions worship their god.
We will hold regular collective worship sessions in class.

